
Celebrating a Decade of Impact: The X
Anniversary of the CC Investment Forum
Drives Global Sustainability Initiatives

Over 500 Global Delegates, 100

Investment Funds, and Pioneering

Startups Converge in Paris to Tackle

Humanity's Most Pressing Issues

PARIS, FRANCE, June 10, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The X

anniversary edition of the CC (Climate

Change) Investment Forum

successfully brought together

approximately 500 delegates from

across the globe. This prestigious event

was held at the majestic InterContinental hotel, located in the heart of Paris, adjacent to the

renowned Opera Garnier. Over the course of two days, the forum convened more than 100

investment funds, family offices, and venture capitalists (VCs) for a comprehensive

brainstorming session on some of the most critical issues confronting humanity today. These

The X anniversary edition of

the CC Investment Forum

marks a pivotal moment in

addressing global

challenges. By uniting

visionary leaders and

investors, we are actively

shaping a sustainable

future.”

Max Studennikoff, Chairman

and Founder of CC Investment

Forum

discussions spanned a wide array of topics, including

climate change, cleantech, renewable energies, emerging

technologies, education, healthcare, finance, fintech,

gender equality, philanthropy, and social inclusion.

The jubilee edition of the CC Forum provided an

exceptional platform for over 100 meticulously selected

startups to showcase their projects to international

investors, free of charge. This initiative, known as the

Sustainability Startup City, aimed to highlight innovative

solutions and sustainable business models that have the

potential to make significant contributions to addressing

global challenges.

The event was rich with activities designed to inspire,

engage, and foster collaboration among the delegates. It featured a series of thought-provoking
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keynote speeches, interactive panel discussions, focused round tables, and practical workshops.

These sessions provided valuable insights into the latest trends, challenges, and opportunities in

the fields of sustainability and social impact.

One of the standout features of the CC Forum Paris was its versatile networking program, which

offered delegates numerous opportunities to connect and collaborate. Among the highlights was

the VNTR Investors' Round Table, a dedicated session where investors could discuss strategies

and explore potential partnerships. The Women Funding the World event celebrated female

investors and entrepreneurs, promoting gender equality and encouraging more women to take

an active role in funding and leading sustainable ventures.

Additionally, the networking brunch on a boat provided a unique and picturesque setting for

informal discussions and relationship-building. This event allowed delegates to engage in

meaningful conversations while enjoying the scenic views of Paris from the Seine River. The

traditional CC Forum's Black Tie Gala Dinner & Awards Giving Ceremony was another highlight,

providing a glamorous conclusion to the forum. This elegant event celebrated the achievements

of outstanding individuals and organizations in the fields of sustainability and social impact,

recognizing their contributions and inspiring others to follow in their footsteps.

The CC Investment Forum's commitment to sustainability was evident throughout the event,

from the choice of venue to the selection of startups and the focus of discussions. The forum

emphasized the importance of sustainable investment practices and the role of finance in

driving positive change. By bringing together a diverse group of stakeholders, including

investors, entrepreneurs, policymakers, and thought leaders, the CC Forum created a dynamic

environment where innovative ideas could be shared and actionable solutions could be

developed.

The presence of international delegates underscored the global nature of the challenges being

addressed and the need for collaborative efforts to achieve meaningful progress. The forum

served as a catalyst for cross-border partnerships and knowledge exchange, fostering a sense of

shared responsibility and collective action.

In conclusion, the X anniversary edition of the CC Investment Forum was a resounding success,

offering a comprehensive and engaging platform for addressing some of the most pressing

issues of our time. Through its diverse program of activities, the forum not only facilitated

valuable connections and collaborations but also inspired participants to take bold and impactful

actions in their respective fields. As the world continues to grapple with complex challenges,

events like the CC Forum play a crucial role in driving forward the agenda for sustainability and

social inclusion, ultimately contributing to a more resilient and equitable future for all.
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